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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The Human Rights Authority (HRA) opened an investigation after receiving a complaint 
of possible rights violations against CityLink, a bus company. Complaints alleged the following: 
 

1. Lack of accessibility for an individual in a wheelchair who is using bus services 

 
If found substantiated, the allegations would violate the Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA) (28 CFR s 36.211, 36.201, 36.203, 36.202), the Americans with Disabilities Act 
Accessibility Guidelines (36 CFR s 1192.21, 1192.23) and the Code of Federal Regulations (49 
CFR s 37 and 49 CFR s 38.). 

 
 CityLink is a bus company that services the Peoria Heights, West Peoria, Peoria, East 
Peoria, Bartonville and Pekin areas.  They average approximately 2 million passengers per year, 
and their CityLift service, which primarily services people with disabilities, services 
approximately 10,000 individuals per year.  CityLink is a municipal corporation that has 168 
total employees. 
 
 To investigate the allegations, HRA team members met and interviewed members of the 
CityLink staff and reviewed documents pertinent to the case. 
 
COMPLAINT STATEMENT 
 

The complaint states that an individual using a wheelchair attempted to board a CityLink bus 
and was not allowed on.  The complainant stated that the individual was told by the bus driver 
that the bus lift did not work.  The complaint states that the lift did work but the bus driver just 
did not want to manually open the lift so that the rider could get onto the bus.  The bus rider with 
the wheelchair reportedly has to go to the bus barn to be able to ride an accessible bus.  The 
complaint states that this does not happen with every bus or with every bus driver.  The 
complaint states that this happens 2 to 3 times a week and has happened over the last 4 years. 
 
FINDINGS 
 



Interview with CityLink Staff 
 
 The staff began by stating that their CityLift service, which is a door-to-door service 
where the rider can schedule to be picked up and taken to a destination, has 31 new vehicles.  
CityLift is a service that that can be used by qualified individuals who have disabilities or other 
limitations.  The staff stated that the CityLift service works fine and customers are satisfied, but 
the fixed route service, which is the regular CityLink bus service, is where individuals have 
difficulty.  The staff stated that the CityLink service is a $2 fare, but once you qualify for 
CityLift, it is free to ride CityLink and completely up to the rider which they choose.  CityLift is 
a ADA-paratransit service and is a complimentary service that is funded by the government 
through grants.  A bus company that has a fixed route service must also have the complimentary 
paratransit service. 
 
 The staff explained that all buses in the CityLink service are ADA compliant and they all 
have a lift or a ramp.  The staff stated that they have ordered 21 new buses and these new buses 
are Low Floor Buses that will have ramps that go up to the curb.  On the current buses, the 
general public is encouraged to use the seats in the back of the bus because the seats in the front 
of the bus are easier to access and used for passengers with disabilities.  There are signs on the 
bus that persuade passengers without disabilities to move to the back and passengers with 
disabilities to use the front seats.  The government (It was not specified if this was a state or 
federal audit during the interview) does a complete audit of all buses every three years and 
checks different aspects of the buses consistent with ADA requirements.  On the CityLink buses, 
anyone with a disability rides for half price, and if the individual qualifies for the Circuit Breaker 
program, which is a state program, they ride for free. 
 
 The staff explained that there are 3 types of lifts on the CityLink buses.  The newer buses 
have ramps.  The front end of the bus is lowered and a ramp is deployed automatically.  There 
are 12 buses that use this style of ramp.  The second type of ramp is a scissor lift, which deploys 
from under the bus and extends as a ramp, flat on the ground.  The ramp is able to pick up a 
wheelchair and lift the rider level to the bus where they can move onto the bus.  There are 36 
buses that use scissor lifts.  The staff stated that the third type of lift is the worst one.  It is called 
the 1500 and the lift looks like steps, and then goes flat, it extends to pick up the passenger and 
lift them onto the bus, then the lift goes back into stairs.  The staff stated that they have to make 
parts and fix that type of lift constantly.  All drivers are trained in using the lifts and all the lifts 
on fixed route buses are automatic.  On the newest buses, if there is a problem with the motor on 
the lift, the driver can extend it manually, but they try not to have the drivers operate the lifts 
manually because the drivers could get hurt.  The bus company will try to work on the lifts if 
they go out, but if they can not get to a lift, then they will send the bus out on the route.  They 
stated that the 10 older buses get worked on almost daily.  The staff said that if a lift does not 
work in the field, the bus driver will call dispatch who will get a supervisor to come pick up the 
individual in a van that has a lift, so everyone is always taken care between CityLift and the 
supervisors. 
 
 The staff stated that some drivers do not like to use the lift because it makes them late and 
the passengers do not make the transfer at the bus station.  They said that they always use 
different drivers on different days and different buses on different routes.  The bus drivers use 



seniority to determine who gets what route.  The staff said that there is a chance that a driver 
could not use the lift because they are worried about lateness, but if that were to happen, the 
supervisor would pick up the rider in the van.  The staff stated that if the bus driver does have to 
call dispatch to pick up a rider, then he communicates to the rider to wait because someone is 
coming to get them.  This is communicated verbally between the driver and rider; there is no 
other communication such as signs which would allow the rider to know that they can get a ride 
with the supervisor, only verbal communication when an incident occurs.  The supervisor pick-
up is not publicized or promoted any other way than between the rider and driver at the time of 
the incident.  The CitiLink staff stated that they want the regular system to work and the 
supervisor pick-up to be the back-up.  The staff also stated that it could look like the bus driver 
abandoned someone at the stop to the casual observer because they do not know they were told 
another ride is coming. 
 
 The staff also stated that they can not do anything regarding discipline towards a bus 
driver unless they know the exact stop and the bus driver's name.  They need this information to 
look into the matter.  The staff also stated that they do not know of any times during which a 
driver has just not picked up a passenger.   
 

The staff explained that lifts are not accessible at all stops due to the location of the stops 
themselves, and they are trying to fix the issue to make all stops accessible.  The buses are 
designed for urban transportation but Peoria is not designed for urban transportation.  The city is 
agreeing to try and make all the stops accessible, but for now, if the stops are not in an accessible 
area, they will ask the rider to move to an area that is more accessible.  For example, if the rider 
is in a grassy, uneven area, they will ask them to move onto the street into a flat area and then 
deploy the lift. 
 
 CityLink has a preventative maintenance program that has one mechanic who checks the 
lifts.  The mechanic checks the lift every 6,000 miles or every six weeks.  The staff explained 
that, in theory, if the buses' lift does not work, they are supposed to get a replacement bus, but 
that is a judgment call because there may not be a new bus with a working lift available.  The 
staff stated that once they get the new buses, they will definitely be able to get a replacement if a 
lift does not work.  They also said that when buses come in from the morning shift, they will 
switch in the afternoon if there is another bus with a working lift.  This is also the protocol for 
when a lift breaks in the field.   
 
 The staff said that each lift has a 650 pound capacity and, between the person and the 
wheel chair, if they cannot lift that person they cannot transport them.  They stated that the 
capacity is ADA compliant.  The staff explained that sometimes scooters will weigh 200 pounds 
and power chairs are often heavy because of the batteries.  They also said that often times the 
scooters are too wide.  In these cases, they would call the van to come and transport a person 
whose scooter is too big. 
 
 The staff informed the HRA of a situation that occurred a month ago when an individual 
in a wheelchair went to get on a bus and the driver said that the lift did not work.  The individual 
waited for a second bus and the second driver said that the lift did not work.  The staff said that 
the passenger alerted a local news station who went to the stop with the rider to film if the rider 



could get on the bus and the lift did work on the bus when the television crew was there.  The 
CityLink staff said that the back-up process of the supervisor picking up individuals who cannot 
get rides in a van has been in place for two years.  In that time, they discovered that there is a 3 
hour gap between supervisors and another van was secured to cover that 3 hour gap during the 
day.   
 

The staff explained that they have a grievance phone number and a special phone at the 
transit line that goes directly to a complaint line.  They also have an ADA hotline number that is 
in all the vehicles and in the Rider's Guide.  They stated that there is a Director of Special 
Services that ensures that CityLink is compliant and they also have an ADA Board that addresses 
all grievances.  They stated that they have gotten other complaints regarding the lifts and 
estimated that they have received 6 grievances in a year.  They also stated that the company that 
makes the lifts has sent representatives to educate the CityLink mechanics on maintaining the 
lifts. 
 
 In a follow-up phone call with a staff member, the member stated that there are 10 buses 
that CityLink cannot get parts for and currently (the date of this conversation was 10/19), 7 of 
those buses do not work.  The staff member stated that they only send those buses out if there are 
no alternatives and only during the peak times, which are 4 hours in the morning and 4 hours in 
the evening.  The staff member stated that the buses are not used everyday though.  They said 
they try to alternate the buses so one will get fixed, and get sent out, but it will not last long 
before it needs fixed again.  The staff member stated that on 10/3, five buses did not work and 
some of those buses are still currently not working, then on 10/10, 7 buses did not work and on 
10/13 the same 7 did not work.  The HRA requested documentation regarding the amount of 
time between the lift being reported as broken and when the lift is fixed, but CityLink did not 
have documentation of that type, only documentation from the time the mechanic began fixing 
the lift and when the lift was completed. The staff member stated that they try to get the buses 
fixed as fast as they can and that, once the mechanic begins to work on them, fixing the lift 
generally takes a day.  When asked if there was any tracking of how long a bus goes on a route 
with having a broken lift, the CityLink staff answered that there is no real tracking,  
 
Additional  
 
 On Monday, October 4th, at 3:40PM, this writer witnessed an individual with a 
wheelchair being denied access to a CityLink bus due to the lift not working.  The Coordinator 
saw a bus pull away from the stop on University Street and an individual using a wheelchair was 
still at the stop.  The Coordinator asked the individual whether the bus allowed him on, and the 
individual said that he was not allowed on the bus due to the fact that the lift did not work.  The 
individual did say that the bus driver told him that they would send a back-up van.  This writer 
waited with the individual for the van to arrive.  In the process of waiting, the individual in the 
wheelchair called the bus company too and told them where he was and asked them to come and 
get him.  At 4:15PM the van arrived at the stop to pick up the individual.   
 
 On Wednesday, October 6th, at 3:55PM, a CityLink bus arrived at the same stop on 
University Street and this time the lift worked.   
 



Record and Policy Review 
 
 The HRA reviewed policies and records pertinent to the complaint.  The HRA reviewed a 
CityLink booklet titled "Rider's Guide for People with Disabilities."  The booklet describes 
CityLift as ". . . a shared ride paratransit, door-to-door transportation service provided by 
[Company Name] under the supervision of the Greater Peoria Mass Transit District (CityLink).  
The program provides complementary service for eligible individuals who are not able to use the 
regular bus service (also called "fixed route") because of a disability or other limitations.  
However, many customers find the fixed route service is often the best, most economical way for 
disabled customers to get where they need to go."  The booklet proceeds to describe eligibility 
for the program as any individual with a disability or multiple disabilities who is not able to get 
on an accessible fixed-route bus, not able to disembark from an accessible fixed-route bus, or not 
able to get to or from or wait at a fixed-route bus stop.  The booklet proceeds to state that 
"CityLift paratransit service is a 'safety net' for only those individuals who do not have the 
functional capability to use the fixed-route system."  The booklet states that in order to use the 
CityLift service, an individual must apply by obtaining and completing an ADA application 
form.  From the form, it will be determined whether you can use the CityLift service.  The 
booklet also states that "Disability alone does not qualify a person to ride the paratransit service 
under the American's with Disabilities Act."  Once you are accepted to use the CityLift service, 
you must call a day in advance to make a reservation for service.  The service hours for CityLift 
are from 5:30AM until 1:00AM, Monday through Friday, 7:30AM until 10:30PM on Saturday, 
and there is no service on Sunday.  When making a reservation, you must make a reservation to 
arrive at your destination and also when you will be picked up at your destination.  The booklet 
also describes a "Pick-Up Window" of 15 minutes before your pick-up time and 15 minutes after 
your pick-up time.  If an individual is scheduled to be picked up at 11AM, then they must arrive 
at the location at 10:45AM and 11:15AM.  Also, the driver cannot wait longer than 5 minutes for 
the passenger, so whenever the driver shows up, within the pick-up window, they can only wait 5 
minutes for the passenger.  In comparison, depending on the route, the CityLink bus service runs 
between 5 and 6AM and stops anywhere between 5PM and 1AM Monday through Friday and 
7:30Am through 3:30PM and 11PM on Saturday.  Depending on the route, a bus arrives at each 
stop every 30 minutes to 1 hour.  On the fixed route, there are specific times that the bus will 
stop, but CityLift has the "Pick-Up Window."  There are no Sunday hours with the fixed route. 
 
 The HRA also reviewed a "Rider's Guide" booklet which states "The entire CityLink bus 
fleet is wheelchair accessible" on the back cover of the booklet.  The back cover also has the 
hotline number for the ADA.  There is also a pamphlet distributed for CityLink's 40th 
Anniversary, which states that, because of a stimulus grant, CityLink received money to 
purchase paratransit vans and new buses.  The pamphlet states that "Twenty-one 35-foot low-
floor transit coaches from [Company name] are on order and will begin arriving in the spring of 
2011."  The pamphlet goes on to state that "After the arrival of the currently ordered vehicles, 
CityLink plans to order five new buses every year.  Within five years all of the current fleet will 
be replaced." 
 
 The HRA also reviewed grievances regarding CityLink's fixed-route buses.  The HRA 
was told by CityLink that these were all the grievances that they had since 2008 and the 
grievances ranged from 9/16/2008 to 8/24/2010, and one complaint dated 3/22/2005.  There are 



42 grievances in the time range, and out of those grievances, 14 are related to the bus lift not 
being lowered and 28 are related to other topics.  4 grievances regarding lifts are from 2010, 6 
are from 2009, and 4 are from 2008.  Each complaint has an initial print-out of the complaint, 
and then a second print-out which concerns the follow-up of the complaint and to whom the 
complaint was referred.  The form also has the location, bus number, and bus operator.  One 
complaint, from 2/3/2010, reads "passenger couldn't get on bus.  Lift didn't work.  Passenger 
tired of this.  Passenger said this was the Northfield bus."  The follow-up comments for this 
complaint are blank and the location was unknown.  A complaint from 1/14/2010 reads "Caller 
stated she is a caregiver for a handicap man that lives at [Apartment Complex Name]." The 
driver on the #3 at 9:15am outbound has told her client many times that his lift is not working 
and caller does not believe that.  Caller says he just does not want to take the time to let her client 
on the bus and due to this has missed appointments.  Caller also stated she has witnessed this 
driver pass someone up intentionally and also seen him curse at a passenger."  The follow-up 
comments for this complaint are also blank and the location of the stop was an apartment 
complex.  A complaint on 3/16/2009 reads "Caller stated driver would not let ramp down and she 
uses a walker.  Caller needs ramp put down in order to get on the bus.  Caller also stated her 
complaint isn't direct to just the driver.  A clarification needs to be made to the drivers that it is a 
law and they must let the ramp down.  Caller stated some drivers do, while others think they are 
not allowed to.  Need supervisor to verify procedures."  The follow-up comments for this 
complaint read "[Staff member's name] said that no one came to her with a walker and she 
knows the ADA laws."  The location of the stop was at a chain department store. A complaint 
from 8/28/2009 reads "Caller stated she is handicap and requires a wheelchair lift, but the #14 
Wisconsin wasn't working.  Caller had a therapy appointment, so she talked to a Supervisor and 
he would not help her.  Caller needed him to park closer to the curbside and she could have 
maneuvered her way into the seat, but Supervisor refused.  Caller had to wait another hour for a 
bus.  Caller is very unhappy with CityLink and CityLift services.  This is the 7th incident she's 
encountered and is going to contact an attorney about inadequate service."  The follow-up 
comments for this complaint are blank and the location of the stop was the Transit Center.  The 
HRA also reviewed grievances that included positive statements, such as a 3/2/2010 complaint 
that reads "Good comment - driving a friend home and there was a Citylink bus on Arnold rd and 
RT8 from Washington.  Helping handicapped passenger off bus with her walker.  Driver would 
like this drive to be commended on this [sic].  She was having a bad day and this made her 
day!!!" and a 4/16/2010 complaint that reads "Was having trouble getting on the bus due to her 
balance and it being wet and slick.  So the driver helped her get on the bus.  Plus helped get her 
day started on time.  She would like to thank the driver for helping her out.  She said he was very 
polite and helpful."   
 

The HRA also reviewed a televised news report regarding an individual's complaint 
against CityLink for inaccessibility on the fixed-route buses.  A written transcript of the report 
from the news stated "On Tuesday, [Complainant's Name] made his usual half mile trip to the 
nearest bus stop.  He waited a half hour for a bus to arrive and, when it did, the driver said the 
wheelchair lift was broken.  An hour later bus number two pulled up with another broken lift.  
The third bus finally arrived in working order.  On his return trip, [Complainant's Name] waited 
another hour for a bus with an operating wheelchair lift. [Complainant's Name] explains, 'So 
altogether I waited for 5 buses and only 2 of the lifts worked."  The report goes on to quote the 
CityLink General Manager explaining that 21 new buses are on order and expected this spring 



which means that they will not have mechanical problems in the future and that the buses are 
supposed to last 12 years but some buses are 18 to 20 years old.  The General Manager also 
states in the report that "If disabled people would just use CityLift, we have a whole new fleet!"  
The article proceeds to say that CityLink did explain to the complainant that if the lift is not 
working, the bus driver will call a van to pick up the complainant. 
 
 The HRA also reviewed the maintenance records for the bus that was witnessed as not 
allowing an individual with a wheelchair to board.  The Work Orders for the bus repairs ranged 
from 9/13/2010 through 9/30/2010.  The repairs included fixing a left brake light, tightening a 
mirror, fixing a license plate light, fixing an exhaust leak, and fixing the charging system.  The 
lift was not part of any work orders during that time.  The buses 24000 mile inspection was also 
reviewed.  The form states to "Check All Items Serviced" and most items on the list have initials 
and a line running through the checkbox.  The "Wheelchair Lifts" section had no initials or line 
through the checkbox indicating that the lift had been serviced.  The HRA contacted CityLink for 
clarification on why there were no initials on the wheelchair lift maintenance section of that 
specific bus and they were told that the lift had not been checked because it was known that the 
lift was inoperable on that bus and it was already tagged to be fixed.  The HRA was sent a copy 
of a handwritten list of items that needed repair that is written on the back page of the 24000 
mile maintenance sheet and "w/c tagged" was written into the list along with the sentence "part 
[sic] are not available/we have to make them."  The date of the 24000 maintenance was 8/5/2010 
and the date that the bus was seen not allowing a wheelchair onto the bus was 10/4/2010.  The 
HRA found no evidence that the lift was fixed during that span. 
 
 The "Transit Operators Training Manual" states "Titles II and III of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 state that no entity, private or public, shall discriminate against 
an individual with a disability in conjunction with the provision of transportation service.  The 
Act describes specific requirements for facility and vehicle accessibility and the provision of 
complementary paratransit service.  It is the policy of the Greater Peoria Mass Transit District 
(CityLink) that all buildings and revenue service vehicles shall comply with the requirements of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as prescribed in 49 CFR Part 37, Subparts C, D, G, 
and Appendix A, and Part 38.  The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requires that the 
Transit District certify annually that it complies with the ADA's requirements for non-
discrimination on the basis of disability in vehicle and facility accessibility, and the availability 
of other mandated transportation service."  The manual proceeds to say "General maintenance 
procedures for passenger access lifts/ramps, bus kneeling steps, signage … shall be conducted, 
per preventative maintenance guidelines, at 6,000-, 12,000-, 18,000-, and 24,000-mile 
maintenance intervals." 
 
 The training manual also states that "GPMTD [Greater Peoria Mass Transit District] fleet 
of revenue service vehicles, which all are available for fixed-route service, consists, of [sic] fifty-
five (55) standard transit coaches of various lengths.  Each of these buses is equipped with a lift 
or ramp to allow access to the vehicle by persons with physical impairments … Prior to the 
deployment of a bus the driver shall cycle the wheelchair lift/ramp to determine its current 
availability status.  If the wheelchair lift/ramp does not cycle properly, then the dispatch shall be 
notified ... Drivers shall, at all times, utilize all available accessibility features, including, but not 
limited to, signs, public address systems, lifts/ramps, bus kneeling steps, and other devices.  



Drivers and mechanics shall ensure that all mobility aid devices and features are in proper 
working condition … Drivers shall pick-up and/or discharge passengers who use lifts/ramps at 
any designated bus stop, unless the lift cannot be deployed, or will be damaged if it is deployed, 
or temporary conditions preclude the safe use of the stop by all passengers." 
 
 The manual also states "All drivers shall receive mandatory initial and annual training on 
the operation of the passenger access lifts/ramps and other features before operating any bus.  
Sensitivity training sessions will be conducted for all employees on the proper procedures for 
interfacing with persons with disabilities.  Each employee will receive one (1) hour of sensitivity 
training by a qualified instructor each year."  The manual also states "Per the federal law 
regarding the American with Disabilities Act Section 37.165 Lift and Securement Use, … the 
Driver … must provide assistance with the use of lifts ramps, and securement devices.  For 
example, the driver must deploy the lift properly and safely.  If the passenger cannot do so 
independently, the driver must assist the passenger with using the securement device.  On a 
vehicle which uses a ramp for entry the driver may have to assist in pushing a manual wheelchair 
up the ramp particularly where the ramp slope is relatively steep [sic]."  All of these actions may 
involve a driver leaving his seat."  The manual also states "In the event the lift equipment 
malfunctions, contact the dispatcher immediately for instructions."  Also, in the "Emergency 
Procedures" section of the manual, it states "If the ramp cannot be operated electrically, a manual 
latch release handle is provided to allow the operator to manually deploy and/or stow the ramp."  
The HRA did not find evidence in the training manual that stated that CityLink does not want the 
bus driver to manually deploy the lifts for passengers. 
 
 The HRA also reviewed documents titled "Operator's Daily Report of Condition of 
Vehicle," which are the driver's checklist that they must complete before taking the bus on a 
route.  The HRA reviewed 18 driver's checklists ranging between the dates of 9/22/10 - 9/30/10. 
The checklists consist of different interior and exterior items that the bus driver is to check 
before taking the bus on the route.  Many of the checklists are completed differently than others 
and, after the HRA asked for clarification on the modes of completion of the forms; they were 
told by CityLink staff that the bus drivers often are not consistent in how they complete the 
forms, for example some drivers only check parts of the bus that need maintenance while other 
drivers check all items on the list and add an X for inoperable parts of the bus.  On 6 of the 
checklists, the wheelchair lift was noted as possibly having a problem.  One specific checklist, 
dated 9/27/10, on bus number 1508, the word "Tagged" is written into the wheelchair lift 
checkbox, which was explained by CityLink staff as meaning the problem was discovered and a 
was written up for the maintenance staff the day before but they could not get to the problem so 
the bus was sent on the route.   
 
 The Maintenance Plan for CityLink describes the preventative maintenance program as 
four different levels of scheduled preventative maintenance, occurring at 6,000 miles, 12,000 
miles, 18,000 miles and a major inspection at 24,000 miles. The inspections include a complete 
check of the bus, a pressure washing of the engine and transmission, and lubrication among other 
checks.  
 

The Maintenance Plan for CityLink states "If a defect is reported by a bus operator, and 
the night shift cannot repair the bus, the bus should be held in if an adequate number of buses are 



available for service.  At no time should a bus with a safety-related defect, such as those 
involving, brakes, steering, or lights, knowingly be placed in service.  If the defect is very minor 
in nature the bus can be used in service until other vehicles are available and the bus can be 
switched out."  The Maintenance Plan does not specifically reference bus lifts or accessibility 
issues. 
 
 The HRA also reviewed a list of 1500 series buses that were used when other buses were 
unavailable for the dates of 10/11 through 10/20 from a list that was created for this investigation 
through the request of the HRA.  The 1500 series buses are the group of buses deemed to have 
numerous mechanical failures with the lifts within this report.  Bus 1517, which was the one that 
was witnessed not working by this writer, was sent into route on 10/11 through 10/13.  When 
asked in a phone conversation with a staff member about buses on the grid that went out with no 
operational lift, the staff member gave the examples of 10/14, 6 buses went out on routes with no 
operational lifts, and on 10/15, the same 6 buses were used on routes with no operational lifts.  In 
all, according to the grid, the 1500 series buses were used 90 times in the 9 day span for shifts of 
different hours. 
 
MANDATES 
 
 The HRA reviewed pertinent regulations regarding the complaint.  The Americans with 
Disabilities Act states "(a) A public accommodation shall maintain in operable working 
condition those features of facilities and equipment that are required to be readily accessible to 
and usable by persons with disabilities by the Act or this part. (b) this section does not prohibit 
isolated or temporary interruptions in service or access due to maintenance or repairs" (28 CFR s 
36.211) and "(a) Prohibition of discrimination. No individual shall be discriminated against on 
the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, 
advantages, or accommodations of any place of public accommodation by any private entity who 
owns, leases (or leases to), or operates a place of public accommodation" (28 CFR s 36.201). 
 
 The Act also states "(a) General. A public accommodation shall afford goods, services, 
facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations to an individual with a disability in the 
most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of the individual. (b) Opportunity to participate. 
Notwithstanding the existence of separate or different programs or activities provided in 
accordance with this subpart, a public accommodation shall not deny an individual with a 
disability an opportunity to participate in such programs or activities that are not separate or 
different" (28 CFR s 36.203) and "(a) Denial of participation. A public accommodation shall not 
subject an individual or class of individuals on the basis of a disability or disabilities of such 
individual or class, directly, or through contractual, licensing, or other arrangements, to a denial 
of the opportunity of the individual or class to participate in or benefit from the goods, services, 
facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of a place of public accommodation. (b) 
Participation in unequal benefit. A public accommodation shall not afford an individual or class 
of individuals, on the basis of a disability or disabilities of such individual or class, directly, or 
through contractual, licensing, or other arrangements, with the opportunity to participate in or 
benefit from a good, service, facility, privilege, advantage, or accommodation that is not equal to 
that afforded to other individuals" (28 CFR s 36.202). 
 



 The Americans with Disability Act Guidelines for Transportation Vehicles states "(a) 
New, used or remanufactured buses and vans (except over-the-road buses covered by subpart G 
of this part), to be considered accessible by regulations issued by the Department of 
Transportation in 49 CFR part 37, shall comply with the applicable provisions of this subpart" 
(36 CFR s 1192.21) (This regulations is also mirrored in the Code of Federal Regulations - 49 
CFR s 38.21) and "(a) General. All vehicles covered by this subpart shall provide a level-change 
mechanism or boarding device (e.g., lift or ramp) complying with paragraph (b) or (c) of this 
section and sufficient clearances to permit a wheelchair or other mobility aid user to reach a 
securement location. At least two securement locations and devices, complying with paragraph 
(d) of this section, shall be provided on vehicles in excess of 22 feet in length; at least one 
securement location and device, complying with paragraph (d) of this section, shall be provided 
on vehicles 22 feet in length or less" (36 CFR s 1192.23 and also mirrored in the Code of Federal 
Regulations - 49 CFR s 38.23).  The Guidelines also state "(f) Where necessary or upon request, 
the entity's personnel shall assist individuals with disabilities with the use of securement systems, 
ramps and lifts. If it is necessary for the personnel to leave their seats to provide this assistance, 
they shall do so" (49 CFR s 37.165).  
 

The Code of Federal Regulations state that "(d) Except as provided in paragraph (e) of 
this section, when a lift is discovered to be inoperative, the entity shall take the vehicle out of 
service before the beginning of the vehicle's next service day and ensure that the lift is repaired 
before the vehicle returns to service. (e) If there is no spare vehicle available to take the place of 
a vehicle with an inoperable lift, such that taking the vehicle out of service will reduce the 
transportation service the entity is able to provide, the public entity may keep the vehicle in 
service with an inoperable lift for no more than five days (if the entity serves an area of 50,000 or 
less population) or three days (if the entity serves an area of over 50,000 population) from the 
day on which the lift is discovered to be inoperative.  (f) In any case in which a vehicle is 
operating on a fixed route with an inoperative lift, and the headway to the next accessible vehicle 
on the route exceeds 30 minutes, the entity shall promptly provide alternative transportation to 
individuals with disabilities who are unable to use the vehicle because its lift does not work" (49 
CFR 37.163).   

 
The Code of Federal Regulations also states "(a) Public and private entities providing 

transportation services shall maintain in operative condition those features of facilities and 
vehicles that are required to make the vehicles and facilities readily accessible to and usable by 
individuals with disabilities. These features include, but are not limited to, lifts and other means 
of access to vehicles, securement devices, elevators, signage and systems to facilitate 
communications with persons with impaired vision or hearing. (b) Accessibility features shall be 
repaired promptly if they are damaged or out of order. When an accessibility feature is out of 
order, the entity shall take reasonable steps to accommodate individuals with disabilities who 
would otherwise use the feature. (c) This section does not prohibit isolated or temporary 
interruptions in service or access due to maintenance or repairs" (49 CFR 37.161). 

 
The Code of federal regulations states "(a) No entity shall discriminate against an 

individual with a disability in connection with the provision of transportation service. (b) 
Notwithstanding the provision of any special transportation service to individuals with 
disabilities, an entity shall not, on the basis of disability, deny to any individual with a disability 



the opportunity to use the entity's transportation service for the general public, if the individual is 
capable of using that service" (49 CFR s 37.5).  The Code also states "(a) For purposes of this 
part, a vehicle shall be considered to be readily accessible to and usable by individuals with 
disabilities if it meets the requirements of this part and the standards set forth in part 38 of this 
title" (49 CFR s 37.7).     
 
CONCLUSION 
 

Complaint #1 - Lack of accessibility for an individual in a wheelchair who is using bus 

services 

 

The complaint states that an individual was not allowed access onto a CityLink bus 
because the lift did not work and this happened 2 to 3 times a week for the last 3 years.  The 
complaint states that the lift does work, but the driver did not want to get up and activate the lift.  
In the interview with the CityLink staff, they stated that they do send buses on routes knowing 
that the lifts are inoperable; they attempt to fix all lifts but if there is not another bus to take, they 
will send out a bus with a broken lift.  In accordance with the ADA, this action is acceptable as 
long as there are no other buses available to be sent out, if there is another mode of 
transportation, and the bus is not sent out longer than 3 days with the inoperative lift (49 CFR 
37.163).  When asked, CityLink stated that they do not have a specific means of tracking how 
long a bus is used in route with a broken lift.  The HRA found that 14 complaints over the last 3 
years have regarded lifts and the HRA reviewed another complaint on a television news show 
about a complainant not being able to access buses because the lifts do not work.  The HRA also 
discovered that in an 8 day period, there were six occasions where a lift did not work on the bus 
according to the driver and twice the problem was tagged but the maintenance crew could not get 
to the lift to fix it.  Also, a staff member of the HRA saw an individual in a wheelchair being 
denied access to a bus due to the lift not working.  The "Rider's Guide" that is given out by 
CityLink explains that every bus is wheelchair accessible and the "Rider's Guide for People with 
Disabilities" describes CityLift as a "Safety Net" for individuals who cannot use the fixed-route 
service.  The HRA did not find evidence to suggest that the lifts are working but the drivers 

are refusing to deploy the lifts, and they did not find evidence that one specific individual is 
being discriminated against or that the discrimination at a specific stop or being performed 

by a specific driver.  However, due to the evidence that not all CityLink buses are accessible to 
individuals with disabilities and Citylink is not monitoring the amount of time that the buses are 
being used with broken lifts to determine if they fall within the 72 hour span dictated by the 
ADA, the HRA finds the complaint that there is a lack of accessibility for an individual in a 
wheelchair who is using bus services substantiated, and offers the following 

recommendations: 
 

• Comply with the ADA standards of accessibility for each fixed-route bus on the fleet.  No 
longer deploy buses on a route that are not compliant with the ADA standards of 
accessibility. 

• Create a system that tracks when a bus's lift is broken, and how long it is used in service 
with the broken lift to assure compliance with the ADA regulation 49 CFR 37.163. 

• CityLink stated in the interview with the staff that they do not like the bus drivers to 
manually deploy the lifts due to the fact that they may get hurt. The HRA found no 



evidence of this statement within CityLink's policies and procedures, but the HRA found 
evidence to the contrary of this statement in the operators training manual which states 
that a driver may have to "assist in pushing a manual wheelchair up the ramp particularly 
where the ramp slope is relatively steep."  Also, the ADA guidelines state "(f) Where 
necessary or upon request, the entity's personnel shall assist individuals with disabilities 
with the use of securement systems, ramps and lifts. If it is necessary for the personnel to 
leave their seats to provide this assistance, they shall do so" (49 CFR s 37.165).  These 
guidelines require personnel to leave seats if needed.  The HRA recommends, when the 
ramps are broken, the driver deploy the ramp manually rather than leaving the rider to 
wait for alternative transportation considering that policy and the ADA guidelines already 
dictate the driver to physically assist that passengers. 

• Rather than depending on the bus driver to verbally communicate to the passenger about 
the supervisor's van in a situation where communication is limited due to proximity of the 
bus driver to the passenger and bus/street noise, post information for riders regarding the 
back-up van that will pick them up when the bus lift is broken on each bus to ensure that 
individuals in those situations will know what to expect as far as a back-up ride and to 
enhance communication about the alternate arrangement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

RESPONSE 

Notice: The following page(s) contain the provider 

response. Due to technical requirements, some 

provider responses appear verbatim in retyped format. 

 
 






















